Abstract. In this paper, we study the dynamical properties of the population based incremental learning (PBIL) algorithm when it uses truncation, proportional, and Boltzmann selection schemas. The results show that if the population size tends to infinity, with any learning rate, the local optima of the function to be optimized are asymptotically stable fixed points of the PBIL.
there has been many increasing interest in the PBIL and many papers have been published in the literature. These papers are in two domains. In the first domain, applications of the PBIL in solving difficult problems are interested [9] [16] . The others are papers, which discuss extensions of the PBIL in to continuous search spaces [15] or theoretical frameworks of the PBIL [5] [4] [7] [19] [10] . This paper focuses on the dynamical properties of the PBIL with infinite population size. We have analyzed the stable fix points of the PBIL with respect to three famous selection schemas; truncation, proportional, and Boltzmann selection schemas. The framework, which is used in our analysis, is base on Gonzalez approach [4] . We prove that the local optima (absolute local optima) are asymptotically stable fixed points of the PBIL.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the PBIL algorithm. Related works are described in section 3. Section 4 demonstrates our analyzing results. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
The Learning

Population-Based Incremental
The combinatorial optimization problem considered in this paper can be described as follows: Given a finite search space D=tO, I}) and a digestive pseudo boolean function fD-.9?,>o, find max {f(x);x eD}. The algorithm considered here for solving of this optimization problem is the PBIL.
The PBIL is a combination of evolutionary optimization and hill climbing [1] . The goal of this algorithm is to create a real valued probability vector, P=(Pi,9. Pm, 1p), which, when sampled, reveals high quality solutions with high probability. Note Pm is the probability of obtaining 1 in variable m. initially; the values of the probability vector are set to 0.5. Sampling from this probability vector yields random solutions because the probability of generating a 1 or 0 is equal. As search progresses, the values in the probability vector gradually shift to represent high quality solutions. This is done as follows; at instance n, N chromosomes are generated based upon the probabilities specified in the probability vector p(n). Then based on a selection method schema (often truncation selection), M chromosomes X1:N,...,XM:N are selected from the generated population. The probability vector is pushed towards the selected chromosomes. The distance, which the probability vector is pushed, depends upon the learning rate parameter O<a<-J. After the probability vector is updated, sampling from the updated probability vector produces a new population of chromosomes, and the cycle is continued. As the search progresses, entries in the probability vector move away from their initial settings of 0.5 towards either 0.0 or 1.0. Updating of the probability vector is similar to the weight update rule in supervised competitive learning networks [1] . Fig. 1 
where 0< a-] is learning rate parameter. Until p(n) converges the PBIL is modeled as a discrete dynamical system in such a way that the trajectory of the PBIL is related to the iterations of a deterministic discrete dynamical system. As we stated before, in [4] , Gonzailez assumed that one chromosome is selected for updating the probability vector, i.e. M=1, and her analysis is for the cases which a tends to 0 and the truncation selection method is used. We use the methodology of [4] [18] but we assume M, N-*o. In our analysis, we consider three famous selection schemas; truncation, proportional, and Boltzmann selection schemas. We also assume that the learning rate can be any value from (0,1]. First, we model the PBIL as a stochastic sequence and then obtain a deterministic model for it.
According to (1) , the PBIL can be seen as a sequence of probability vectors each of which given by the stochastic rule r:
We are interested in the trajectory follows by the iteration of a, and its behavior.
Up to now, some effort has been devoted to study the working mechanism of the PBIL. Hohfeld and Rudolf [7] have showed that if the expectation of probability vector in time n is denoted by E{p(n)}, then for a linear function,
n-ooo where x* is the optimum point of D. When a is 1, the PBIL is equivalent to the UMDA. Mtuhlenbein and Mahnig [10] and Zhang [19] have proved that the UMDA with infinite population size stops at local optima when proportional and 2-tournoment selection schemas are used respectively. Gonzailez et al [5] have showed that the PBIL could be modeled by means of markov chain. By this model, they have proved that for PBIL with M=] and N=2 applied to the OneMax problem in two dimensions: 
The operator Fis a deterministic operator that gives the expected value of the stochastic operator a.
When the population size tends to infinity, by the law of large numbers, we conclude that r converges in probability to F. Because r corresponds to F and follows the iterations of deterministic operator F. therefore, we study the behavior of F instead r. We rewrite (6) as follows,
when a tends to 1, p(0)-÷(a,b), and (a,b)e {0,1}2. It shows a strong dependence of the PBIL on the initial parameters.
In [4] , Gonzailez et al have modeled the PBIL as a discrete dynamical system when the learning rate tends to zero and the population size is finite. They have assumed that in each instance one chromosome is selected using truncation selection schema. By this modeling, they have proved that local optima are stable fixed points of the PBIL. In their analysis, the cases in which M is greater than one are ignored. 200 Where PM(X=xlp) denotes the probability which the chromosome x belongs to the set of selected chromosomes.
Proof. With respect to the infinite population size, the proof is trivial from the law of large numbers. Q.E.D.
According to (9) , the calculation of PM(X=x(p) is needed to compute F (p). Three cases with respect to the three considered selection schemas are stated.
The proportional selection model: The proportional selection model is the most widely selection schema in evolutionary algorithms. When the PBIL uses finite population the probability of a chromosome being selected is proportional to its fitness. Therefore, as the population size tends to infinity this selection schema should be modeled as [20] : PM(X= xIp)= f(x)P(X= xlp)/E{f(X) Ip} (10) Thus by lemma (1), we have:
The truncation selection model: In the truncation selection schema, all chromosomes of the population are ranked according to their fitnesses and the best ones are selected as the parents of the next generation. In the truncation selection schema with threshold $>0 only the 100/% best chromosomes are selected to become the parents for the next generation [10] . It can be modeled as [20] :
Pm(x=xpP(=x= f(x) . 8 otherwise Where f is determined by 5= Z P(X=xlp) (13) f(x)>fl Therefore, by the definition of s and lemma (1), we have 0 pe{xIf(x)<fi} 1, XP(Xx P)~~~ ( 14) r
The Boltzmann selection model: The Boltzmann selection schema is another selection method used in evolutionary algorithms. When the population size tends to infinity, this selection method should be modeled as:
P(X = x p) / E{exp{0 f(X)} P(
Where 0>0 is the selection parameter. Now, we have to calculate the probability of sampling a particular chromosome x by given p. Lemma 2. By given a probability vector p, the probability of sampling an chromosome x=(x1,.x,) is P(X = x p) = pixi ( pi)(lx (16) Proof: the proof is trivial by the fact that all xis are independent.
In the reminder of this section, we find the properties of F '(p), that will give us some information about the behavior of the PBIL. At first, we define the local optima of the function to be optimized and then we state Lemma 'Vx' ED where dH(x,x') = 1 -+f(x') . f(x) (17) x is said to be an absolute local maximum, if the above inequality is strict. It is clear that if f is a digestive function, each local maximum is an absolute local maximum. D2={xldH(x, x') 2 2}, D3 = {x} (24) where D1uD2 uD3 = D Now, we are ready to state main lemmas and theorems about the dynamical properties of the PBIL. For each selection schema, at first we find the fixed points of the PBIL and then by using theorem 1 we discover the properties of these fixed points. The first selection schema to be considered is proportional selection. proportional selection schema is used by the PBIL. If x' is an absolute local maximum off then x' is a stable fixed point. The other points of D, which aren't absolute maximum points off are unstable. Its proof is given in appendix.
Another selection schema that can be used in the PBIL is the truncation selection schema. In the following, we consider the PBIL with truncation selection schema Lemma 6. In each instance n, the points of D that have fitnesses equal or higher than /J (defined before) are the fixed points of F' if truncation selection schema is used. Its proof is given in appendix. Lemma 7. If truncation selection schema is used, the rth element of the mth column of apF'(x') is computed as follows, ar'(p) _1 if r = m and f(x(m,x')) >, (27) aPm |x-l0 otherwise Where x 'eD, and x(i, x') = x; dH(x',x) = 1, xi # Xi Its proof is given in appendix. 
Conclusions
We analyzed the dynamical properties of the PBIL algorithm with proportional, Boltzmann, and truncation selection schemas. Our approach was strongly inspired by Gonzatlez C. et al approach [4] , in which the PBIL was modeled as a discrete dynamical system. We proved that, as the population size tends to infinity, the local optima (absolute local optima) are the asymptotically stable fixed points of the PBIL algorithm.
Appendix
Proof (Lemma 4). Assume y belong to D and p be equal to y. It is clear that the probability of sampling a chromosome different from y is zero, therefore by (11) , (18) and (19) X(X)P (X x)P(X = X X ))2 (ExeDXrf(X)P(X = xj x'))(1xDf(x) 5P(X xp) xpA (Z,Df(x)P(X = x X'))2
By (18) and (19), we conclude that
Using (32) and (33), we can rewrite (31) as follows, aF' (x')=diag{f(x(1,x')) fWfX(x') ).
So the ii eigenvalue of apF'(x') is computed as follows,
= f(x(i,x')) (3 f(x') (33) and hence the proof. Q.E.D.
37) 38)
Proof (Theorem 2). By theorem 1 and lemma 5, the stability condition of x' is as follows:
ff(x') =:>fi(X09 l)) <f(x) (39) In other words, the fitnesses of all xs whose hamming distances to x' are 1 are lower than the fitness of x'. Therefore by definition 1, x' is an absolute local maximum of f On the other hand, if x' is not an absolute local maximum off, there is aj where x(j,x')=x andf(x)>J(x'). Therefore Aj >1 and by theorem 1, x' is an unstable point. Q.E.D.
(34) Proof (Lemma 6). AssGi4 y belong to D and p be equal to y. It is clear that the probability of sampling a chromosome different from y is zero, therefore by (14) , (18) and (19) we have,
By looking (12) , it is clear that iffty)./1, y is a fixed point of P. Q.E.D.
Proof (Lemma 7). We consider two cases: x'sE {xfJ/x)<,/} and x' e {xfJx)/,1}. (Sf(x), P(X= X X')) (Sf(x).fi P(X = X X'))2
EPm xp (Zf(x).fi P(X = X X ))
S (xrx )P(X X P) -
an. 
On the other hand, with respect to Ax).#, x' is an absolute local maximum. Thus by theorem 1, x' is a stable fixed point. Proof (Lemma 8). Assume y belong to D and p be equal to y, it is clear that the probability of sampling a chromosome different from y is zero, therefore by (15), (18) and (19) In other words, the fitnesses of all xs whose hamming distance to x' are 1 are lower than the fitness of x'. Therefore by definition 1, x' is an absolute local maximum off.
On the other hand, if x' is not an absolute local maximum of f then there is a j where x(Q,x')=x and Ax)> fx'). 3) 
